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Abstract—Four level pulse amplitude modulation (PAM-4) has 
become the modulation format of choice to replace on-off keying 
(OOK) for the 400 Gb/s short reach optical communications 
systems. In this manuscript, we investigate the possible 
modifications to conventional Mach-Zehnder modulator 
structures to improve the system performance.  We present 3 
different Silicon photonic Mach-Zehnder modulator architectures 
for generating PAM-4 in the optical domain using OOK electrical 
driving signals. We investigate the transfer function and linearity 
of each modulator, and experimentally compare their PAM-4 
generation and transmission performance with and without use of 
digital signal processing (DSP). We achieve the highest reported 
PAM-4 generation and transmission without the use of DSP. The 
power consumption of each modulator is presented, and we 
experimentally show that multi-electrode Mach-Zehnder 
modulators provide a clear advantage at higher symbol rates 
compared to conventional Mach-Zehnder modulators.  
 
Index Terms— Silicon photonics, electrooptic modulators, 
optical interferometry, amplitude modulation, photonic integrated 
circuits. 
  
I. INTRODUCTION 
INCE the inception of the fiber optics communication, On-
Off keying (OOK) has been the main modulation format 
employed in short reach optical interconnects. The 
simplicity of the transmitter and receiver architectures have 
been an important factor in the success of OOK for short reach 
optical links. Recently deployed 100 Gb/s systems utilize OOK 
modulation in 4 × 25 Gb/s configuration [1]. However, as we 
move towards 200 Gb/s and 400 Gb/s systems, OOK requires a 
proportional increase in the bandwidth, and hence a more 
efficient modulation format is required to avoid such 
complexity. This has created new challenges in developing 
power efficient, low cost transmitter optical sub-assemblies 
(TOSAs), and receiver optical sub-assemblies (ROSAs) for 
data centers which would fit into a compact quad small form-
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factor pluggable (QSFP), since any change in modulation 
format usually creates further complexities in developing the 
TOSA and ROSA. Consequently, various modulation formats 
with higher spectral efficiency such as discrete multi-tone 
(DMT) [2], 4-level pulse amplitude modulation (PAM-4) [2] 
and quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) [3-5] have been 
studied to replace OOK.  Recently, the 200 Gb/s and 400 Gb/s 
IEEE Ethernet standard has been released, and the PAM-4 
modulation format has been selected for 400 Gb/s systems 
using 4 lanes of 100 Gb/s configuration or 8 lanes of 53.125 
Gb/s for various target reaches [6]. Unlike QPSK, PAM-4 is a 
direct detect format and as such requires minimal change to the 
ROSA compared to OOK, however on the TOSA, a more 
significant update is required to generate the PAM-4 signal. In 
this manuscript we focus on different silicon photonic (SiP) 
travelling wave Mach Zehnder modulator (TWMZM) 
architectures which enable PAM-4 signal generation in the 
optical domain versus generating the PAM-4 signal in electrical 
domain. 
Over the past few years, there has been significant work on 
PAM-4 generation using vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers 
(VCSEL)s [7-8], silicon photonic ring modulators [9-13], 
silicon-germanium electrooptic modulators [14-15], III–V-on-
silicon modulators [16] silicon hybrid modulators [17], 
TWMZMs [18-24], electro-optic polymer modulators [25] and 
LiNbO3 modulators [26]. In the majority of the presented 
works, PAM-4 is generated in the electrical domain either by 
passive power combination of two OOK signals or using digital 
to analog convertors (DACs) and digital signal processing 
(DSP). Additionally, most of the work have been done in the C-
band while short reach transmission systems typically operate 
in the O-band.   
In this paper, we present four O-band Silicon photonic (SiP) 
modulators based on 3 different Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
structures to generate multi-amplitude modulation formats. 
Each candidate is capable of 112 Gb/s PAM-4 transmission 
below the hard decision forward error correction (HD-FEC) 
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threshold of 3.8 × 10-3. We investigate and compare the 
performance advantages of generating PAM-4 using various 
structures of MZM optically as opposed to generating PAM-4 
in the electrical domain using conventional DACs and MZMs. 
The two variants of optical DACs are a dual parallel Mach-
Zehnder modulator (DP-MZM) with one series push pull 
TWMZM on each arm, and a single MZM having two 
electrodes in series that we name multi-electrode MZM (ME-
MZM). First, we present the optical design of the modulators 
and investigate the effects of non-linearities of the MZM 
transfer function and PN junction phase-shifters on 
performance of the PAM-4 generation. Next, we examine the 
effects of microwave loss and 3-dB bandwidth (BW) on the 
overall performance of the modulators. We use the simple 
figure of merit BW/Vπ, to compare the performance of the 
modulators for specific baudrates and drive-voltages, where Vπ 
is the voltage applied to the modulator to achieve π phase shift. 
Finally, we parametrically examine the transmission 
performance of each modulator and present an optimized 
modulator design for DAC -less and DSP less 112 Gb/s PAM-
4 transmission. Furthermore, we present the highest transmitted 
symbol rate using an O-band SiP modulator reported to date.  
II. DEVICE DESIGN, FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION 
We investigate the PAM-4 performance of three different 
types of Mach-Zehdner modulator structures namely the 
TWMZM, DP-MZM and ME-MZM. All modulators are 
designed and driven in series-push pull (SPP) scheme as 
detailed in [27], where a positive phase shift in one arm is 
accompanied by a negative phase shift of equal strength in the 
other arm. One advantage of the SPP MZM is that it requires 
one RF signal to drive the modulator. This noticeably lowers 
the system complexity, when operating the DP-MZM and the 
ME-MZM for PAM-4 modulations, since addition of any RF 
signal requires further microwave analysis and can trigger 
unwanted cross talk between channels. All presented 
modulators are designed for the transmission of 112 Gb/s PAM-
4 on a single carrier. Consequently, the main target 
specification for our designs is to have EO bandwidth for each 
modulator ≥ 35 GHz. This benchmark bandwidth value is 
chosen based on the target baudrate, PAM-4 spectral efficiency 
and considering our transmission system components, such as 
RF amplifiers and photodetectors.  It should be mentioned that, 
this bandwidth can be further optimized for specific symbol 
rate, and driver circuitry. To unbiasedly evaluate the 
performance of different modulator structures we use the same 
phase shifter and electrode design for all three types of 
modulators. As a result, we present four modulators as follows: 
a) TWMZM with 3mm long phase shifter, b) a DP-MZM with 
3 mm long inner TWMZMs, c) a ME-MZM with two, 1.5 mm 
long phase shifters and finally d) ME-MZM with two 3 mm 
long phase shifters. We present two ME-MZM variations to be 
able to unbiasedly compare the performance of the three types 
of modulators. The shorter ME-MZM has the same phase 
shifter length and hence the same Vπ as the TWMZM and DP-
MZM, while the longer ME-MZM has the same electrode 
length and hence similar bandwidth as the presented TWMZM 
and DP-MZM. The schematic of the modulators is shown in 
Fig. 1. Two vertical grating couplers (GCs) are used to couple 
light in and out of the SiP chip. Back to back insertion loss of 
the two GCs is measured to be 9.5 dB. A low-loss, compact Y-
branch is used as a splitter/combiner to form the interferometer. 
A resistive thermo-optic heater is used to control the phase and 
biasing of the modulators.  The insertion loss of the TWMZM, 
DP-MZM, shorter ME-MZM and longer ME-MZM are 
measured to be 3.3, 4.1, 3.4 and 6.3 dB respectively.   
 
 
 TWMZM
 ME-MZM-1
 ME-MZM-2
DP-MZM
Heaters
3mm
3 mm
1.5 mm 1.5 mm
3 mm 3 mm
Top MZM
Bottom MZM
 
Fig. 1. a) Schematic of a) TWMZM, b) ME-MZM, c) DP-MZM and d) 
Micrograph of the silicon photonic chip. (TH: Thermo-optic heater) 
A. PN Junction  
All four modulators were fabricated on a silicon-on-insulator 
(SOI) wafer with a 220-nm thick silicon layer, a 2 μm thick 
buried oxide layer and a high resistivity 750 Ω-cm silicon 
substrate in the same multi-project wafer run at IME-A*STAR. 
Fig 2 illustrates the cross section of the modulators. Intrinsic 
regions are inserted periodically with fill factor of 90% along 
the phase shifter to minimize the current flow in the 
longitudinal direction (normal to the picture). The phase shifters 
operate based on the plasma dispersion effect, where the change 
in the carrier density at the PN junction, caused by the external 
drive voltages, results in change of the effective index of the 
waveguides [28]. 
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Fig. 2. Cross section of the SiP MZM in series push-pull configuration. (S: 
Signal, G: Ground) 
 
Table I shows the values for all the dimensions noted in Fig 
2. To reduce optical propagation losses in the waveguides at 
1310 nm, the width of the rib waveguides was set at 400 nm 
which is slightly wider than a strictly single mode waveguide 
with 220 nm height at O band. The two PN junctions are 
connected in series with opposite polarity, to allow for SPP 
operation, which effectively lowers the combined capacitance 
of the two diodes [29].   
 
Table I. Waveguide and PN junction dimensions. 
 
The highly doped levels (P++ and N++) are used to create 
ohmic contacts, and the intermediate doping levels (P+ and N+) 
are used to reduce series resistance of the PN junction and 
minimize the optical losses due to high concentration of dopants 
since. The intermediate doping levels have negligible effect on 
the capacitance of the junctions since the capacitance is created 
mainly at the junction of P and N. Furthermore, the intermediate 
doping levels can be used to optimize the microwave losses by 
adding an extra level of control to the series resistance of the 
junctions. On the other hand, the change in effective index and 
loss due to the plasma dispersion effect is dictated by the P and 
N doping levels due to the optical mode being tightly confined 
near the waveguide core. The peak concentration of the P and 
N for this process are 7 × 1017 cm-3 and 5 × 1017 cm-3 
respectively [30]. Fig 3 shows the measured phase-shift versus 
applied voltages for 1.5 mm, 3 mm and 6 mm long phase 
shifters. The measurements are taken at 1310 nm.  
 
Fig. 3. Phase shift versus voltage of various phase shifter lengths. 
  
As seen in Fig. 3 the phase shift due to plasma dispersion 
effect does not increase linearly with applied voltage. This non-
linearity is measured to be more pronounced in the O-band 
compared to the C-band. Furthermore, beyond 8V reverse bias, 
the width of the PN junction depletion region does not change 
drastically, therefore the change in concentration of the carriers 
which induces change in neff  of the waveguide in very small.  
Consequently, the phase change is not strong enough beyond 
8V and as a result a full π phase change cannot be achieved with 
smaller phase shifter lengths. For OOK modulation, this will 
have no negative consequence on the transmission performance 
of the modulator; however, for a multi-amplitude modulation 
format such as PAM-4 this requires further non-linearity 
compensation to achieve equidistant amplitude levels. This 
non-linearity is further discussed in the next sections. A 
resistive heater is used on one arm of each MZM to control the 
biasing and operating conditions. In the case of the DP-MZM, 
three heaters are used, one for each inner MZM to apply proper 
biasing of the modulators and one on the outer MZM to ensure 
in-phase combination of the two branches. 
 
B. Microwave Characterization 
Since we fabricated the modulators in the same process as in 
[31], the electrode design of the modulators requires minimal 
update. Three main criteria need to be met in the design of the 
electrodes to enable the targeted BW. First, the PN junction 
loaded electrodes should have 50 Ω characteristic impedance, 
to minimize any RF back reflection. Second, microwave losses 
must be minimized since the main limiting factor in BW 
performance of the modulators are RF loss, and finally, the 
optical group velocity and microwave phase velocity should be 
closely matched. We follow the same design methodology 
presented in [31] to optimize the coplanar strip waveguide 
(CPS) travelling wave electrodes for the O-band modulators 
and to calculate microwave losses and velocity mismatch 
limitation. Since the process parameters are the same (i.e. 
doping density, metal trace material, metal thickness etc.), the 
conductor and dielectric losses remain the same. It should be 
noted that the effects of change in the waveguide geometry and 
doping dimensions on the PN junction capacitance and series 
resistance versus the C-band case in [31] are minimal and can 
be neglected. The capacitance of the PN junctions is simulated 
to be 230 pf/m at 0 V, and 160 pf/m at -3 V which is within 1% 
of the values for 500 nm wide waveguide used for 1550 nm 
applications. On the other hand, the group index of the optical 
TE mode at 1310 nm is simulated to be 3.96, while the 
microwave effective index of the PN junction loaded electrodes 
varies from 4 to 3.7 between 1 to 50 GHz.  This results in a 
slightly higher velocity mismatch between the optical group 
velocity and microwave phase velocity compared to C-band 
TWMZM. Taking into consideration the changes mentioned 
above and to maintain 50 Ω characteristic impedance, we arrive 
at 60 μm electrode width and 35 μm spacing. However due to 
higher velocity mismatch and considering our required ≥ 35 
GHz EO bandwidth, the electrode length must be kept ≤ 4.1 
Dimension Value Dimension Value 
Wrib 0.4 μm Hrib 0.22 μm 
Wn++ 7 μm Hslab 0.09 μm 
Wn+ 0.78 μm Hmetal 2 μm 
Wn 0.42 μm Lpn 18 μm 
WP++ 28.6 μm Lintrinsic 2 μm 
Wp+ 0.8 μm Λ 90% 
Wp 0.4 μm HBOX 2 μm 
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mm. Fig. 4 shows the measured EO S21 and S11 curve of all 
modulators at 0 V and -3V reverse bias normalized to 1.5 GHz. 
The difference between the segments of the ME-MZMs are 
mainly caused by their difference in lengths. For example, as 
shown in Fig. 1(d) the second segment of both ME-MZMs are 
slightly longer than their first segments to accommodate the 
optical routing to the GCs and also the thermo-optic tuners.   
a)
b)
c)
d)
 
Fig. 4. EO and S11 response of a) TWMZM, b) ME-MZM with 1.5 mm long 
phase shifter, c) ME-MZM with 3 mm long phase shifters and, d) DPZMZM.  
C. Transfer Function and Linearity 
MZMs function as optical DACs. For PAM-N they are 
operated as N-bit DACs.  Therefore, similar to electrical DACs, 
linearity is an important factor of their performance. On one 
hand a MZM’s transfer function is a nonlinear cosine function, 
on the other hand SiP PN junction phase shifters are also 
nonlinear. This creates extra challenges for PAM-N modulation 
using SiP MZMs. In this section we present the measured 
transfer function of the SiP MZM and characterize their 
differential nonlinearity (DNL) and integral nonlinearity (INL) 
[32]. Furthermore, we investigate the ratio of level separation 
mismatch (RLM) for each modulator.  The DNL is defined as the 
ratio of an actual analog step to the ideal value of the least-
significant bit (LSB). 
1 1N N
LSB
I I
DNL
I
+ −= −  (1) 
where IN is the output intensity at level N corresponding to the 
digital input voltage VN, and ILSB is the ideal amplitude of the 
least significant bit. DNL allows us to assess the extinction ratio 
penalty of each of the four PAM-4 levels. DNL varies between 
0 and 1, where 0 is the ideal case. INL, on the other hand is the 
ratio of an actual measured output intensity to the ideal output.  
N zero
LSB
I I
INL N
I
−
= −  (2) 
It should be noted that INL is defined for the drive voltage 
operation range not the entire transfer function range. RLM 
indicates the vertical linearity of the signal and is a 
measurement for mismatch between PAM-4 levels [33]. 
min
3 0
6.
LM
S
R
V V
=
−
(3) 
 
where Smin is half of the swing between adjacent symbols, V3 
and V0 correspond to the first and fourth PAM-4 levels.  
( )min 3 2 2 1 1 0
1
min , ,
2
S V V V V V V= − − − (4) 
 
similarly, V2 and V1 correspond to the third and second 
PAM-4 levels. In an ideal scenario RLM =1, while the 100 GbE 
PAM-4 specifications require RLM≥0.92 [34]. 
 To investigate the linearity of each of the presented 
modulators, we first point out the difference between their 
transfer function. The transfer function of a conventional MZM 
is [32]:  
 
1
1 cos( )
2
o
i
I
I
= +  (5) 
where θ is the phase change in radians.  
 For OOK modulation, a MZM is usually operated at 
quadrature point to achieve maximum extinction for the transfer 
of drive voltage to optical power, when the MZM is driven to 
Vπ. For PAM-4 however, if the MZM is driven to Vπ, the 4 
amplitude levels will not be equidistant, due to sine wave form 
of the MZM transfer function. To mitigate the non-linearity of 
MZM, a common practice is to limit the operation voltage of 
the MZM to the linear part of the transfer function. It should 
also be noted that reducing the operation range of a transfer 
function results in overall ER reduction of the PAM-4 levels, 
hence a careful study of the ER penalty is important in 
improving the transmission performance of the MZM.  
Fig. 5, shows the transfer function of the presented SiP 
TWMZM using the measured phase-shift presented in Fig. 3 
versus a MZM with a linear phase shifter (red curve).  As shown 
in Fig. 3, due to the nonlinearity of the SiP phase shifters, the 
transfer function of the SiP TWMZM is not a perfect sine wave 
and therefore is not symmetric with respect to quadrature point 
(Io = 0.5 × Ii) where Io is the optical intensity at the output of the 
modulator. As a result, to improve the linearity of the SiP 
TWMZM for PAM-4 operation, in addition to reducing the 
operation range (i.e. drive voltage), the bias point of the MZM 
should be adjusted accordingly. Since the shape of the transfer 
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function is dependent on the PN junction, the bias point of the 
presented MZMs is empirically found to be at Io= 0.54 × Ii, 
slightly higher than the quadrature point. For example, as 
shown in Fig. 5 if the SiP MZM is operated at quadrature point 
(Io = 0.5 × Ii) and driven by 0.5 × Vπ, the DNL and INL are 0.23 
and 0.21 respectively. However, by changing the operation 
point to Io= 0.55 × Ii (shown as green dashed line) the DNL and 
INL are reduced to 0.13 and 0.12. This significantly improves 
the BER performance of the system in which the SiP MZM is 
used. From Fig. 5, it can be observed that reducing the driving 
range (DR) of the modulator to 0.5 × Vπ only reduces the 
transmission range to 0.76 × Ii instead of Ii, and as a result the 
four intensity levels of PAM-4 are 0.96, 0.69, 0.42 and 0.2 and 
the RLM is 0.87, while if the modulator is driven by Vπ and bias 
at quadrature the intensity levels are 1, 0.63, 0.05 and 0. It is 
clear that in this condition the two lowest intensity levels are 
very close, while the two middle levels are far apart.  This 
reduction in transmission range can result in up to 1 dB ER 
reduction. Due to their high Vπ, SiP MZMs are often driven 
with fraction of their Vπ [36], for example in [37] a 50 Gb/s 
OOK error free modulation is achieved by driving the 
modulator to 12% of the measured Vπ.  In the next sections we 
experimentally evaluate the effects of reducing the driving 
voltage on the transmission performance of the presented 
modulators.  
 
Fig. 5. Transmission spectrum of SiP TWMZM and a MZM with linear phase 
shifters. (DR: Dynamic Range). Dashed green line identifies the bias point at 
0.55 × Ii. 
The transfer function of ME-MZM differs from that of single 
electrode MZM. A ME-MZM operates by summing the phase-
shift of each segment to create the PAM levels, while a DP-
MZM operates by summing the output intensity of each child 
MZM. The transfer function of ME-MZM ignoring losses, can 
be written as: 
 1 2
1
1 cos( )
2
o
i
I
I
 = + +  (6) 
where, θ1 and θ2 are the phase changes from modulating each 
segment. Fig. 6 shows the transmission of ME-MZM as a 
function of the drive voltages of the two segments. The red dot 
indicates the biasing point of the device, and the black dots 
indicate the 4 intensity levels of PAM-4 adjusted such to 
compensate for the non-linear transfer function of the device. 
The four intensity levels of the longer ME-MZM are 0.94, 
0.7,0.4 and 0.16 while the PAM-4 intensity levels for the 
shorter ME-MZM are 0.89, 0.71, 0.5 and 0.3 respectively. the 
RLM values of the longer and shorter ME-MZM are 0.92, and 
0.915 respectively.  The ME-MZM with 3 mm long segments 
has a more linear transmission function than the ME-MZM with 
1.5 mm long phase shifters.  As a result, the DNL and INL of 
the longer ME-MZM are 0.05 and 0.07 for the transmission 
range of 0.8 Ii, while the DNL and INL of the shorter ME-MZM 
are 0.07 and 0.09 for the transmission range of 0.6 Ii. Similarly, 
from  
 
 
Fig. 6. a) The transmission spectrum of ME-MZM with 3 mm phase shifters, 
and b) transmission spectrum of ME-MZM with 1.5 mm phase shifters as 
function of the drive voltages of the two segments. The black circles on the 
graphs mark the PAM-4 levels, and the red diamond shows the bias point of the 
modulators.    
 
Similarly, the transfer function of the DP-MZM when both 
arms of the outer MZM are in phase, can be written as: 
' '
1 2
1 1 1
1 cos( ) 1 cos( )
2 2 2
o
i
I
I
 
 
   = + + +    
 
 (7) 
where θ’1 and θ’2 are the phase changes from the top inner MZM 
and bottom inner MZM, respectively. Fig. 7 shows the transfer 
function of DP-MZM as a function of the two drive voltages of 
inner MZMs. From the curvature of the graph, it can be seen 
that DP-MZM has a more linear transmission than the 
TWMZM or the shorter ME-MZM even though it has the same 
Vπ value.  This can be explained by looking at the driving range 
of the inner MZMs.  The inner MZMs are driven by a smaller 
fraction of their Vπ, compared to the ME-MZM and TWMZM; 
hence they are operating in a more linear regime. Also, as 
shown in (7), the output intensity of the DP-MZM is the sum of 
the output of both inner MZMs, and summation is a linear 
operation, hence the DP-MZM is expected to have a more linear 
transmission compared to a ME-MZMs with the same phase 
shifter length. The red dot on Fig. 7 indicates the bias point of 
the device where the intensity is close to 0.57, slightly above 
the quadrature point of the device. The four black dots, indicate 
the four intensity levels of PAM-4, at 0.31, 0.51, 0.7 and 0.9 of 
Ii. The calculated DNL and INL for of the DP-MZM are 0.05 
while the RLM is 0.966.  
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Fig. 7 Transmission spectrum of DP-MZM as a function of the drive voltage of 
top and bottom inner MZMs.  
 
 Several figures of merit (FOM) have been recently presented 
in literature for depletion type silicon modulators [38-39]. 
These FOMs consider several parameters and can be used for 
detailed design optimization of modulators for target 
specifications. However, for general performance assessment, 
we use a simple FOM, BW/ Vπ which has traditionally been 
used to evaluate the overall expected performance of the 
modulators compared to each other, where BW is the 3 dB 
electro-optic bandwidth of the modulator. Modulators with 
higher FOM are expected to perform better, since a large BW 
allows the modulator to achieve higher baudrate while lower Vπ 
indicates more efficient phase shifter.  From the analysis and 
characterization of the modulators in this section, the calculated 
FOM for the TWMZM, DP-MZM, shorter ME-MZM and 
longer MEMZM are 3, 2.9, 3.7 and 5.4 GHz/V, respectively.  
The improved FOM of the ME-MZMs are the result of their 
segmented electrode design. Using multiple electrodes, results 
in shorter segment lengths and ultimately lower microwave 
losses, allowing the ME-MZM to have higher BW for longer 
phase shifter lengths. The shorter ME-MZM has the same total 
phase shifter length as the TWMZM and the DP-MZM, while 
its electrodes are shorter, resulting in same Vπ as the TWMZM 
and DP-MZM but significantly higher BW. On the other hand, 
the longer ME-MZM has similar electrode length as the 
TWMZM and ME-MZM but with twice the phase shifter 
length, resulting in similar BW but lower Vπ.  
III.  TRANSMISSION EXPERIMENT 
 
In this section we investigate the transmission performance 
of each device for OOK and PAM-4 modulation. First, we 
present the transmission performance of the modulators without 
using digital signal processing (DSP). For OOK modulation we 
use a bit pattern generator (BPG) to drive the modulators and a 
bit error rate tester (BERT) for BER measurements. For PAM-
4, we use a 63 GHz real-time oscilloscope (RTO) to capture the 
received data, as the BERT is not capable of PAM-4 error 
measurements. Next, we repeat the experiment by replacing the 
BPG with an 8-bit electrical DAC operating at 88 Gsample/s 
and apply DSP to the modulator’s drive signal. Fig. 8 illustrates 
the experimental setup for each modulator.  
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Fig. 8. The experimental setup of (a) TWMZM, (b) ME-MZM, and (c) DP-
MZM 
A.  Transmission Without DSP 
 As shown in Fig. 8 the electrical driving signal is generated 
using a BPG and is then amplified using a 45 GHz radio 
frequency (RF) amplifier. In the case of TWMZM the amplified 
signal is directly applied to the modulator using a 50 GHz RF 
probe. For the DP-MZM and ME-MZM, the delay and skew 
settings of the BPG along with RF tunable delay lines (TDL) 
are used to time align two BPG channels before applying them 
to the modulators through the RF probes. All four modulators 
are biased at -3 V.  For ME-MZM, the time delay for the drive 
signal of the second segment can be estimated by dividing the 
sum of the length of the first segment and the separation 
between the two segments by the optical group velocity. For 
DP-MZM, both drive signal path lengths should be the same, 
and this is achieved by using matched RF cables, and matched 
RF amplifiers. The TDLs are then used to fine tune the two 
signal streams. A 13 dBm tunable O-band laser is used as a 
source for the modulators. Considering the insertion loss from 
the input GC, and the routing losses, the input power to all three 
modulators are estimated to be 8 dBm +/- 0.5 dbm.  The output 
modulated signal is then amplified to 5 dBm using a 
praseodymium-doped fiber amplifier (PDFA) and propagated 
through various lengths of fiber. The PDFA is used to 
compensate for the high insertion loss of the grating couplers, 
and routing losses. In addition, using a transimpedance 
amplifier (TIA) with the photodetector (PD) can significantly 
improve receiver sensitivity and reduce the optical power 
needed at the PD. Fig. 9 demonstrates the 40 Gbaud OOK 
optical eye diagrams of the modulators driven by 3 Vpp drive 
signals. The presented eyes are captured using the 80 GHz 
optical sampling head of the digital sampling oscilloscope 
(DSO). From Fig. 9 it can be seen that both ME-MZM 
modulators achieve higher extinction compared to TWMZM 
and DP-MZM. This can be attributed to the lower microwave 
loss of the shorter ME-MZM and the longer phase-shifter length 
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(lower Vπ) in the case of longer ME-MZM. It should however 
be noted that the ME-MZMs and DP-MZMs are operated with 
two drive signals which increases complexity versus TWMZM. 
 
a) b)
c) d)
1 mW/div 0.7 mW/div
1.15 mW/div 1.15 mW/div
 
Fig. 9. 40 Gbaud OOK eye diagram of a) TWMZM, b) DP-MZM, c) ME-MZM 
with 1.5 mm segments, and d) ME-MZM with 3 mm segments.  
 
For OOK modulation, two identical pseudorandom binary 
sequence (PRBS) signals with the same Vpp are applied to both 
ME-MZM segments and DP-MZM’s, child MZMs. A 50 GHz, 
0.65 A/W photodetector (PD) is connected to the BERT to 
receive the signal and measure the BER. The PD did not have a 
following transimpedance amplifier (TIA). In a practical 
setting, the linearity of the TIA would play an important role in 
the performance of the system. Fig. 10 illustrates the BER 
measurement of each modulator for various baud rates and 
drive signal voltages in the back-to-back (B2B) and over 10 km 
of standard single mode fiber (SMF). The dotted horizontal red 
and black lines indicate the KP4-FEC threshold at 2.4×10-4 and 
HD-FEC threshold at 3.8 ×10-3. 
As expected from the BW/ Vπ values presented in previous 
section, the ME-MZMs perform noticeably better compared to 
the TWMZM, and DPMZM.  It should also be noted that in the 
case of the shorter ME-MZM, the system is not bandwidth 
limited, however due to the high Vπ values, the improvement 
in performance is not significant compared to the longer ME-
MZM. DP-MZM’s inferior performance can be attributed to 
two factors, first the slightly lower FOM value of the device 
compared to the other three modulators, and second, the drift of 
the biasing heaters.  
 
 
Fig. 10. BER measurements of a) TWMZM, b) DPMZM, c) ME-MZM with 
1.5 mm segments and d) ME-MZM with 3 mm segments. 
 
To achieve PAM-4 modulation using DP-MZM and ME-
MZM two independent OOK PRBS signals are applied to the 
modulators as shown in Fig. 8(b-c). Since the BERT used in the 
experiment is not capable of PAM-4 error counting, we perform 
the error counting offline, by capturing the received signal 
using a real-time oscilloscope (RTO). No DSP or equalization 
is used on the receiver side. Additionally, as our BPG can only 
transmit OOK signals the TWMZM can’t be used to achieve 
PAM-4 without the use of DSP. Fig 11 shows the 40 Gbaud 
PAM-4 eye diagrams of modulators captured using the DSO. 
The presented eyes are captured using the drive conditions 
presented in Figs. 6 and 7. For the longer ME-MZM the 
modulator is biased at 3.2 V and the two drive voltages are 4.4 
V and 2.1 V. For shorter ME-MZM the bias voltage is set at 3.0 
V and the drive voltages are 5.7 V and 2.7 V. Similarly, for the 
DP-MZM, the bias voltages of both inner MZMs are set at 3.0 
V and the drive voltages are 5.8 V and 3 V.  
 
0.4 mW/div 0.4 mW/div
0.4 mW/diva)
b) c)  
Fig. 11. 40 Gbaud PAM-4 eye diagrams of a) DP-MZM, b) shorter ME-MZM, 
and c) longer ME-MZM 
 
The longer ME-MZM achieves a higher extinction ratio 
compared to the other two modulators while driven by lower 
amplitude drive signals, thanks to its longer phase shifter 
length.  Fig. 12 shows the BER performance of each modulator 
for various baudrates and drive voltages in the B2B and 10 km 
transmission. All three modulators are capable of generating 56 
a) b)
c) d)
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Gbaud PAM-4 signals without the use of DSP. However, from 
Fig. 12 several important observations can be made. The shorter 
ME-MZM achieves below FEC transmission up to 64 Gbaud. 
This superior performance can be attributed to the higher BW 
of this modulator. On the other hand, the BER performance of 
the shorter ME-MZM is more sensitive to drive voltages 
compared to the longer ME-MZM. From Fig. 12(b) it can be 
observed that lowering the drive voltage affects the BER 
performance of shorter ME-MZM more severely than the 
longer ME-MZM. This is due to the larger Vπ value of the 
shorter ME-MZM. On the other hand, maximizing the drive 
voltage (7 Vpp and 3.3 Vpp), negatively impacts the BER 
performance at 56 Gbaud and 64 Gbaud. This can be explained 
by referring to the linearity discussion in the previous section 
and in Fig. 6(a). By increasing the drive voltages, the modulator 
suffers more from the non-linearity of its transfer function, 
resulting in PAM-4 amplitude levels that are not equidistant 
which in turn results in higher error counts. Using both of the 
ME-MZMs, we achieve 10 km transmission at 56 Gbaud below 
HD FEC threshold, which is highest baud rate achieved using 
an O-band SiP modulator.  
 
Fig. 12. PAM-4 BER performance of a) DP-MZM, b) shorter ME-MZM and c) 
longer ME-MZM. The dotted horizontal red and black lines indicate the KP4 
forward error correction (FEC) threshold at 2.4×10-4 and hard decision (HD) 
FEC threshold at 3.8 ×10-3 respectively. 
  
 The longer ME-MZM can achieve below FEC transmission 
while driven by lower drive voltages, compared to the other two 
modulators due to its longer phase shifter length. Like the other 
two modulators at higher drive voltages, the BER performance 
deteriorates slightly because of nonlinearity.   
B.  Transmission With DSP 
DSP is widely used in long haul communication systems, 
while for short reach communication the use of DSP is still a 
topic of debate. However, in recent years and because of the 
growing bandwidth demand and adaptation of PAM-4 for 400 
Gb/s systems, DSP is viewed as a necessary enabler of higher 
modulation formats, and higher baudrates. In this section we 
investigate the improvements achieved using DSP.  
To quantitatively assess the improvements achieved by 
applying DSP, we replace the BPG with an 8-bit, 88 GSample/s 
electrical DAC, while the rest of the experimental setup remains 
the same. We use the same transmitter DSP presented in detail 
in [40] which includes raised cosine pulse shaping, RF pre-
emphasis up to the output of the RF amplifiers, and 
quantization. For the case of PAM-4 modulation using 
TWMZM, the PAM-4 signal is generated in the electrical 
domain using the DAC. PAM-4 amplitude levels are adjusted 
using the DAC to compensate for the TWMZMs non-linearity. 
For the DP-MZM and ME-MZM cases the modulators are 
driven by OOK signals. On the receiver side, we use the RTO 
to capture the modulated signal and perform offline signal 
processing which consists of: sampling the received signal at 
160 GSample/s, matched filtering, clock recovery, receiver 
equalization and symbol decision. Fig. 13 demonstrates the 
BER performance of the modulators for various drive voltages 
and symbol rates.  
From Fig. 13 it is clear that DSP significantly improves the 
BER performance of the system. More specifically at higher 
symbol rate the effect of equalization is more noticeable, where 
significant improvements can be observed at 64 Gbaud. It 
should be noted that due to stronger equalization at 64 Gbaud 
the maximum achievable peak-to-peak voltage is 4.5 Vpp. Both 
ME-MZMs can be used for 64 Gbaud PAM-4 generation below 
the KP-4 FEC. Since we are operating close to 1310 nm, the 
effects of dispersion are minimal and we are limited mostly by 
the optical fiber losses.   In addition, it is observed that DP-
MZM and ME-MZMs provide a substantial improvement over 
TWMZM. As mentioned previously the TWMZM requires an 
electrical PAM-4 signal, however the DP-MZM and ME-
MZMs are operated using OOK electrical signals. The superior 
SNR and ER of the OOK electrical signal has a clear effect on 
the performance of these devices. 
Use of DSP in a commercial TOSA/ROSA results in 
considerable increase in power consumption. Similarly 
requiring two drive voltages to operate DP-MZM and ME-
MZMs increases the power consumption. To impartially assess 
the overall performance of each modulator a thorough analysis 
of modulator and drive circuitry power consumption is 
required. However, calculating the DAC or the BPG’s power 
consumption is not possible. Hence, we estimate the power 
consumed only by the modulator.  The power consumed by 
each modulator can be estimated by 𝑃 =  ∑
𝑉𝑖,𝑅𝑀𝑆
2
𝑅
𝑁
𝑖=1 , where, N 
is the number of drive signal and Vi,rms is the root-mean-square 
of the ith drive voltage [23]. Table II shows the minimum power 
consumption of each modulator to achieve sub HD FEC 
transmission at various symbol rates. Use of DSP lowers the 
BER of the modulators as expected, however this effect is more 
noticeable in the DP-MZM and longer ME-MZM where the 
modulators are BW limited for high symbol rates. At 56 Gbaud, 
which is the target symbol rate per lambda for 400 Gb/s 
systems, the longer ME-MZM is clearly the optimized design, 
where without the use of DSP, the modulator achieves the 
lowest power consumption. However, DSP enables the 
modulator to achieve transmission below KP-4 FEC at 56 
Gbaud.   
 
a)
b) c)
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Fig. 13. PAM-4 BER performance of the a) TWMZM, b) DP-MZM, c) shorter 
ME-MZM, and d) longer ME-MZM. The dashed horizontal redlines indicate 
the KP4 FEC threshold at 2.4×10-4 and HD-FEC threshold at 3.8 ×10-3. 
 
 
IV. CONCLUSION 
In this manuscript, we investigate different Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer-based O-band modulators for 400 Gb/s short 
reach transmission system employing PAM-4 modulation. We 
present modulators designs and study their transfer function and 
linearity in detail. We present ideal biasing points and driving 
conditions for each modulator based on their phase shifter 
length and transfer function. A simple figure of merit, in the 
form of BW/Vπ, is used to assess the overall performance of the 
modulators.  We present an optimized design in the form of 2 
segments ME-MZM with 3 mm long phase shifters and 
experimentally show that this modulator provides a clear 
improvement in transmission system performance compared to 
the other presented modulators. Additionally, we show that 
generating PAM-4 signal in optical domain using modified 
MZM structures such as ME-MZM and DP-MZM could result 
in better transmission performance compared to using 
traditional single electrode TWMZM. It should be noted that 
while ME-MZMs could provide higher 3-dB BW for a 
comparable Vπ value as TWMZM, the optical loss of the ME-
MZM would be higher. This could affect the over performance 
of the transmission system depending on the optical loss 
budget, and hence would require further optimization The BER 
measurements presented, have been performed in a research lab 
setting, to further quantify the effects of loss on the performance 
of the modulators and for practical implementations, more 
detailed studies such as BER vs. optical modulation amplitude 
(OMA) should be performed. Furthermore, IEEE 400G ethernet 
standard introduces transmitter dispersion eye closure 
(TDECQ) as an important metric for performance of 400 G 
transceiver. However, we were unable to perform these 
measurements in our lab. The study presented here, focuses 
mainly on the modulator structure, it should be noted that for 
practical implementations of transceiver, the receiver 
components, and loss budget of transmitter play a significant 
role in the performance of the system.  Finally, we achieve the 
highest sub HD FEC threshold symbol rate presented for an O-
band SiP modulator without DSP.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a)
c)
b)
d)
Table II. Minimum power consumption of each modulator for below HD FEC PAM-4. The Vi,rms values are calculated from the drive voltages shown in 
Figs. 12 and 13. 
 TWMZM DP-MZM ME-MZM (1.5 mm segments) ME-MZM (3 mm segments) 
PAM-4 Baud 
[Gbaud] 
Vrms [V] Power (pj/bit) 
Vrms1, Vrms2 
[V] 
Power (pj/bit) 
Vrms1, Vrms2 
[V] 
Power (pj/bit) 
Vrms1, Vrms2 
[V] 
Power (pj/bit) 
40, Without 
DSP 
NA NA 1.4, 0.7 0.63 1.6, 0.7 0.78 1.1, 0.5 0.39 
40, With DSP 1.0 0.25 0.9, 0.4 0.24 0.9, 0.4 0.24 0.9, 0.4 0.24 
56, Without 
DSP 
NA NA 2.5, 1.2 1.13 2.0, 1.0 0.89 1.4, 0.7 0.44 
56, With DSP 1.4 0.36 1.4, 0.7 0.44 1, 0.5 0.21 0.9, 0.4 0.17 
64, Without 
DSP 
NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
64, With DSP NA NA 1.6, 0.8 0.49 1.4, 0.7 0.38 1.1, 0.3 0.25 
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